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1 The Delaware Nation think they can not give more ample Testimony than this , of their firm Resolution to continue an inviolate
2 Dignity of the Crown , and a Right appertaining to the State , which it was His Duty to preserve entire and inviolate
3 to Fight For the Right and Priveliges of our Country Which Our four Fathars handed Down to us Sacred and Inviolate
4 Usefulness in Life . I hope he will preserve the Religion of Jesus , and the Love of his Country , sacred and inviolate
5 protection which secures the representatives of the people from the power of the crown . On keeping this privilege sacred and inviolate
6wish of Congress to 384 preserve that harmony which at present so happily subsists between the two nations uninterrupted and inviolate
7 e you can scarcely render any more essential service than prevailing on the Honourable Assembly to preserve the Arrangement inviolate
8 of faith , and moral law , and neither make shipwreck of faith , nor of a good conscience , but keep them both inviolate
9 vast empire , which will never be divided , if the safe and honest policy be adopted of maintaining the British constitution inviolate

10 me , when I consider the steady Friendship of France to the Thirteen United States of Switzerland , which has now continued inviolate
11 principles of Liberty , that we may transmit Liberty and religion to our Posterity , and that they may be handed down inviolate
12 even of the appearance of infraction on our part , and the American Character , which is concerned in preserving its faith inviolate
13 wretch — Had been compell 'd to shameful liberty . To thee I owe the glory of these chains , My faith inviolate
14 nothing but independance i. e. a continental form of government , can keep the peace of the continent and preserve it inviolate
15 nothing but independence , ( that is a Continental form of government ) can keep the peace of the Continent , and preserve it inviolate
16 William the first , at the time he conquered Britain , found it consistent with his interest and security , to preserve it inviolate
17 for it ; and it is a duty I owe my country to use my utmost endeavours to preserve and keep inviolate
18 … 〉 the liberties , granted to our ancestors , by the supreme Govern • • of the universe , may be kept inviolate
19 you join with the rest of America in the same common measure , you will be sure to preserve your liberties inviolate
20 is , that all differences and disputes may terminate in the firmest union and harmony of those colonies , and that liberty inviolate
21 on captures made on the high seas , which is reserved to Congress , enables them to preserve the Law of Nations inviolate
22 of our meaning is the better founded , because the nation hath an undoubted right to preserve the constitution not only inviolate
23 well as to convince his Catholic Majesty by a fixed and stable plan of policy of their determination to preserve inviolate
24 exercised jurisdiction over the said district ; for that as Congress are in duty bound on the one hand to preserve inviolate
25 exercised jurisdiction over the said district ; for that , as Congress are in duty bound , on the one hand , to preserve inviolate
26 this vast continent has made this noble stand , have and still continue to weild the sword of liberty , to preserve inviolate
27 and Russia , would take part with their natural ally , Great Britain . It is indeed incumbent on these powers to preserve , inviolate
28  Their numerous applications and equivocations , with my solicitude to preserve inviolate
29 by the united States in Congress assembled would not only infer a want of due regard in them to preserve inviolate
30 the other hand , wh < at > are the usual & acknowledged prerogatives of Letters of safe conduct , we would wish to preserve inviolate
31ease the number of General Officers , the several officers claiming such promotions will have their ranks in the Army preserved inviolate
32s of the people . MAY this excellent constitution , formed and established by the experience and wisdom of ages , be preserved inviolate
33  on any pretence whatever . SECTION the Forty-seventh . IN order that the freedom of this Common-Wealth may be preserved inviolate
34 s8 offices ; we persuade ourselves that the most friendly and beneficial connexion between the two republics , will be preserved inviolate
35 the constitution , to call either of the branches of government to account , to see if the constitution has been preserved inviolate
36  Inhabitants of the said States under their present Revolution & Government — This Friendship the said Nation have preserved inviolate
37 common right to fish on the banks of Newfoundland , and the other fishing banks and seas of North America , preserving inviolate
38 common right to fish on the banks of Newfoundland , and the other fishing banks and seas of North America , preserving inviolate
39 common right to fish on the Banks of Newfoundland , and the other fishing banks and seas of North America , preserving inviolate
40 Great Britain to the fish " eries on the coasts and banks of North America be " required and insisted on , preserving inviolate
41 hereby see , that a declaration and publick vindication of the people 's natural and legal right to liberty and property inviolate
42 taught us that it was neither treason nor perjury to break the Constitution , I am sure it would have remained inviolate
43violated , they have no other remedy ; but for all other wrongs and abuses that may possibly happen , the constitution remaining inviolate
44 have the whole power of the empire pledged to us to preserve all our rights and privileges , as a republic , inviolate
45 men to be of one mind in an house ! Restore that brotherly union and concord , which ought ever to subsist inviolate
46operties of subjects , and their great essential rights and privileges , they have by nature or constitution , be preserved to them , inviolate
47 the endearments of father , son and brother , he deems the highest that earth can possibly afford . — To preseve these inviolate
48 of the great Importance of our Independance to their Interests , and the firmest Resolution , to preserve the Faith of Treaties inviolate
49 into an avoida.c or f orfeiture of this clirter and aa of incorporation , but the ' fame fhall , bc andirain unhurt , inviolate
50 to whom they were directed to be shewn , that they could not long remain secret . However , I have preserv ’d inviolate
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